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TRINITY OF AI

DATACOMPUTE

ALGORITHMS



IMPRESSIVE GROWTH OF AI
Wide range of domains

NVIDIA GAN generates photo-
realistic images, passes Turing test

Deep reinforcement learning 
beats human champion



BUT NOTABLE FAILURES
AI is not living up to its hype

Safety-critical applications Language understanding

How do we fix these gaps in deep learning?
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PATH TO GENERALIZABLE AI
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AI 
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INGREDIENTS OF AN AI ALGORITHM
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DEEP LEARNING STATUS QUO

• Massive datasets
• Expensive human labeling

Data hungry
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DEEP LEARNING STATUS QUO

• Easy to fool current models
• Not domain specific

Not robust
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DEEP LEARNING STATUS QUO

• Fixed tasks
• Limited benchmarks

Simplistic
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NEXT FRONTIER IN AI

• Recurrent feedback
• Domain knowledge
• Compositionality

• Disentanglement learning
• Domain adaptation

• Multi-task & domains
• Online and continual learning

Unsupervised

Robust

Adaptive
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BRAIN-INSPIRED ARCHITECTURES
WITH RECURRENT FEEDBACK
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THE HUMAN BRAIN IS HIERARCHICAL

Adapted from Journal of Vision (2013), 13, 10
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HUMAN VISION IS ROBUST
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THE BRAIN IS BAYESIAN
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COMBINING CLASSIFIER AND GENERATOR 
THROUGH FEEDBACK CONNECTIONS
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GENERATIVE VS DISCRIMINATIVE CLASSIFIER

Logistic Regression Gaussian Mixture

𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 → 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥)

Deconvolutional 

Generative Model

𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 → 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥, 𝑧)

CNN
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MESSAGE PASSING NETWORK

CNN CNN-FGenerative 

feedback

Soft label

Feedfoward layers

Image

Feedback layers

Latent variables

Feedforward

Feedback
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SELF-CONSISTENCY THROUGH RECURRENT FEEDBACK

Label

Latent variables

Image

Feedforward layer

Feedback layer
CNN DGM

Feedforward

Feedback

Inference of 

Inference in DGM

CNN-F

…

Initialization Iteration 1 Iteration 2
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CNN-F CAN REPAIR DISTORTED IMAGES 
WITHOUT SUPERVISION

Shot Noise Gaussian Noise Dotted Line

Corrupted
images

Ground-truth
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CNN-F IMPROVES ADVERSARIAL ROBUSTNESS

• Standard training on 

Fashion-MNIST.

• Attack with PGD-40.

• CNN-F has higher 

adversarial robustness 

than CNN.
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CNN-F COMBINED WITH ADVERSARIAL TRAINING

• Adversarial training on Fashion-MNIST.

• Trained with PGD-40 (eps=0.3). Attack with PGD-40.

• CNN-F augmented with adversarial images achieves high accuracy for both 

clean and adversarial data.
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CNN-F HAS HIGHER BRAIN SCORE
Feedback is biologically more plausible
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TAKE-AWAYS

Human brain has feedback pathways for top-down inference

Internal generative model of the world

Bayesian brain: bottom up feedforward + top down feedback 

Robustness is inherent in CNN-F

Biological plausibility in CNN-F

Recurrent generative feedback for robust learning



NEURO-SYMBOLIC SYSTEMS FOR 
COMPOSITIONAL REASONING

Forough
Arabshahi

Sameer
Singh

A



SYMBOLISTS VS. CONNECTIONISTS

Explainability

Generalization & 

knowledge coverage

Extrapolation

Representation 

Extraction



TYPES OF TRAINING EXAMPLES

Symbolic Expressions Function Evaluation Number Encoding

Decimal Tree for 2.5sin2 𝜃 + cos2 𝜃 = 1 sin −2.5 = −0.6



CONTINUOUS REPRESENTATIONS FOR REASONING

Representations of symbols, 

numbers and functions in 

common embedding space

2.45 𝜃 2 …

sin cos × …

3 + 4

7 × 1.1

1 − sin2(𝜃)

cos2(𝜃)



TREE-LSTM FOR COMPOSITIONALITY
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GENERALIZATION EXTRAPOLATION
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Sympy LSTM Tree-LSTM

EQUATION VERIFICATION



AUGMENTING WITH STACK MEMORY

Train:

Depth 1-7
Test:

Depth 8-13

Differentiable memory for extrapolation to harder examples



TAKE-AWAYS

Math reasoning tasks

Combine symbolic expressions and numerical data

Generalizable and composable representation of functions 

Differentiable memory stack for extrapolation to harder examples

Neuro-symbolic systems for compositional learning



AI4SCIENCE
ROLE OF PRIORS
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Examples of Priors
• Tensors and graphs 
• Laws of nature
• Simulations

How to use structure and domain knowledge to design Priors?

Data Priors+Learning =
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6.3 Summary of Facilities, Equipment, and Other Resources

The Center for Autonomous Systems and Technologies (CAST) at Caltech, directed by Prof.

Gharib, promotes interdisciplinary research and the exchange of ideas in the expanding area of

autonomous systems ( ). These systems include, but are not limited

to, drones and robots for use in science, industry, and medicine. The research conducted by the

center addresses sensing, control, vision, and other emerging areas. Currently, drones are highly

unstable flyers and are prone to atmospheric conditions. CAST’s unique open air wind tunnel

facility, shown in Fig. 13, allowsresearchers to study thecomplexity and challengesof control and

stability associated with autonomoussingleor collectivedronesystems. Droneperformancecan be

tested and studied under severe atmospheric conditions such as rain, hail, sandstorms, turbulence,

and gust.

Figure13: Caltech’sCAST drone research

facilities.

The CAST-facility is built of 8,230 square feet (765

m2) of specialized lab including: high-bay drone &

robotic testing facility, fabrication lab & assembly area,

and offices, meeting rooms, visiting staff offices and re-

strooms. 4,300 square feet (399 m2) is located inside the

first floor of the Karman Laboratory and enclose 1800

square feet (167 m2) of outside laboratory space where

the wind tunnel system and drone flight arena is located.

The CAST wind tunnel facility in (Figs. 3 & 13), at

itscore, providesaparadigm changein thefield of multi-

functional wind tunnels, by incorporating a wide variety

of flow conditions in aspace efficient package. Introduc-

ing a new technique of generating flow patterns not de-

pendent upon obstacle geometries (which result in major

pressure losses) allowsan open loop tunnel concept to be

implemented, maximizing test section size in a limited

space environment. To meet recent research challenges

and open new fieldsof wind tunnel testing, Co-PI Gharib

and hisstudentshavebuilt an innovativeconcept of acon-

figurable10-foot-by-10-foot multi-fan array of 1296 fans

capable of generating wind speeds of up to 44 mph, with

a side wall of 324 fans to create a crosswind. The wall is

capable of creating a nearly infinite variety of wind con-

ditions for drones to learn to react to– everything from

a light gust to a stormy vortex. It can also be tilted 90

degrees to simulate vertical takeoffs and landings.

A real-time optical tracking system, comprised of 48

IRcameras, isimplemented throughout theentireoutdoor

drone arena of the CAST facility, including a designated

subsystem for the wind tunnel test section, to relay de-

tailed positioning information to the user. This setup al-

lows drones to enter and exit the test section as desired

but remain actively tracked and controlled throughout all of the CAST facility. The setup consists
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AUTONOMOUS DYNAMIC ROBOTS AT CAST, CALTECH

of an arrangement of high precision camerasplaced throughout thecapture spacewhich can locate

an object three-dimensionally with sub-millimeter accuracy. The location information, for exam-

ple, can be fed back wirelessly to acontrol system to position one or more drones flying in the test

section with 200-micron accuracy.

Figure 14: Caltech’s Lucas wind tunnel

(1.3 m tall and 1.8 m wide)

The John W. Lucas Wind Tunnel at Caltech is a

medium-sized, low-speed wind tunnel with a4.3 feet (1.3

meters) tall, 5.9 feet (1.8 meters) wide and 24.6 feet (7.5

meters) long test section. The closed circuit tunnel uti-

lizes a 670 hp (500 kW) synchronous motor driving a

16-blade variable pitch fan and can achieve flow speeds

up to 168 mph (75 m/s). It uses adaptive wall technol-

ogy tominimizethewall interferenceand reducetheneed

for data corrections required in straight-wall tunnel tests.

Based on the measured pressure distribution around the

investigated model thewall contour isadapted to thecur-

rent model configuration to mimic an infinite flow field.

Equipped with ahighly accurate6-component strain gagebalance, this tunnel providesprecisedata

about aerodynamic forces and moments. In addition, the Lucas Wind Tunnel is designed to facili-

tateparticle imagevelocimetry (PIV) measurements, which enablesafull dynamic characterization

of theflow fieldaround any investigated model. Theequipment wasoriginally designed tofitwithin

theconfines of the 90 x 30 x 20 feet (27.4 x 9.1 x 6.1 m) room in which it sits.

Figure15: Prof. Chung’sspacedronesim-

ulator facility.

The Aerospace Robotics and Control Laboratory at

Caltech, directed by PI Chung, has thefacility and equip-

ment to develop full-autonomous aerial robots, such as

robotic multicopter systemswith custom onboard autopi-

lot systems and single-board computers for computer-

vision based navigation and control, and robotic flapping

flying bats (AFOSR Young Investigator Award, 2009-

2011 and NSF CAREER Award 2013-2018). Our new

spacecraft research laboratory consists of a large space-

craft fabrication space with a clean room and one of the

largest spacecraft motion simulation flat floors among

university laboratories. The lab is also equipped with 3-

D printers for rapid prototyping of novel UAV designs,

multipleoscilloscopes, function generators, and real-time

control computers. Thelab also hasastate-of-the-art motion capturesystem for rapid implementa-

tion of control algorithmsand two MarkForgeCarbon Fiber 3D printers for fabricating lightweight

UAV wing and body structures. The Aerospace Department at Caltech (GALCIT) owns an ad-

vanced machine shop that is equipped with multiple 3D printers (SLS), laser cutters, and various

metalworking tools ( ).

6.4 Current and Pending Support

A separatedocument for listing funding and research activitiesof thePI and Co-PI in on-going and

pending research projects is attached into the R&R Senior / Key Person ProfileForm.
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LEARNING RESIDUAL DYNAMICS FOR DRONE LANDING

𝑠𝑡+1 = 𝑓 𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 + ሚ𝑓 𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 + 𝜖

New State

Current State

Current Action (aka control input)

Unmodeled Disturbance

𝑓 = nominal dynamics
ሚ𝑓 = learned dynamics

Our method is

• Provably robust and safe

• Generalizes to higher landing speeds
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CAST @ CALTECH
LEARNING TO LAND



QUANTUM FEATURES IN CHEMISTRY

MOB-ML features: 
universal mapping in
chemical space
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MOB feature value

M. Welborn, Z. Qiao, F. R. Manby, A. Anandkumar, T. F. Miller III, arXiv:2007.08026. 
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ORBNET: MOB + GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS

M. Welborn, Z. Qiao, F. R. Manby, A. Anandkumar, T. F. Miller III, arXiv:2007.08026. 



Drug-molecule  
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ORBNET:1000X SIMULATION SPEED-UP
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Quantum-mechanical accuracy at semi-empirical cost

M. Welborn, Z. Qiao, F. R. Manby, A. Anandkumar, T. F. Miller III, arXiv:2007.08026.

Test data: Drug-like molecules

with  10-50 heavy atoms

Zero shot generalization: testing 

on molecules ~10x larger



STATE-OF-ART DATA EFFICIENCY

Solvent Training Data MAE

(kcal/mol)

Benzene 50 0.57

Carbon  

tetrachloride
50 0.40

Chloroform 40 0.84

Cyclohexane 30 0.44

Diethylether 40 0.58

Hexadecane 40 0.57

Octanol 50 0.84

MOB-ML works across solventsMOB-ML vs. others for water

MoleculeNet: Chem. Sci., 2018, 9, 513; MPNN: J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2019, 59,3370

No. of training molecules
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LEARNING FAMILY OF PDE

Problems in science and engineering reduce to PDEs.

Learning mapping from parameters to output through operator learning



MULTIPOLE GRAPHS

• Multi-scale graphs to capture different ranges of interaction

• Linear complexity



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Burgers equation

Graph neural networks 

for operator learning

Super-resolution and 

generalization within 

family of PDEs



TAKE-AWAYS

Black-box deep learning is unsuitable for scientific domains

Lack of labeled data and robustness

Domain knowledge can tailor learning to the problem

What is right mix of priors + deep learning?

Domain knowledge augments deep learning
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UNSUPERVISED LEARNING
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DISENTANGLEMENT LEARNING
Learning latent variables that disentangle data
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DISENTANGLED GENERATION

Semi-supervised learning on 1% Labeled data
Semi-supervised learning on 0.5% Labeled data

> Semi-supervised 
learning with very 
little labeled data

> Both unsupervised and 
supervised auxiliary 
losses help in 
disentanglement

https://sites.google.com/nvidia.com/semi-stylegan

https://sites.google.com/nvidia.com/semi-stylegan
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SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING

• Data invariances provide supervision

• Self training with pseudo-labels

• Need confidence  measure to select 
pseudo-labels

Robust measures of confidence
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Target Images (Cityscapes)

Deep 

CNN

Source Labels (GTA5)

Source Images (GTA5)

Predictions (Cityscapes) 

at 2nd round

Predictions (Cityscapes) 

at 1st round

Pseudo-labels (Cityscapes) 

at 2nd round

Pseudo-labels (Cityscapes)

at 1st round

Network re-training Pseudo-label generation

DOMAIN ADAPTATION THROUGH SELF-TRAINING
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ANGULAR MEASURE IMPROVES SELF-TRAINING

Angular measure of 
hardness for sample 

selection for self training

https://sites.google.com/nvidia.com/avh

https://sites.google.com/nvidia.com/avh
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TASK ADAPTATION AND GENERALIZATION

AAnimesh GargYuke ZhuHongyu Ren
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● Agents should be versatile! Given a new task, should quickly adapt 

● Each task is complex and requires finishing a sequence of sub-tasks.

Distribution of tasksTask

Agent

StateReward Action

𝜋𝜃(𝑎|𝑠)

META-REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
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Task inference is key!

What is the 

current task?

Task

Agent

StateReward Action

Distribution of tasks

𝜋𝜃(𝑎|𝑠)

META-REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Unsupervised 

learning
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OCEAN combines both global and local task inference.
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OCEAN: ONLINE CONTEXT ADAPTATION FOR TASK INFERENCE 

http://snap.stanford.edu/ocean/

http://snap.stanford.edu/ocean/
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DEMONSTRATION

Our algorithm finishes each subtask by accurately

56

● Accurate task 
inference for 
Meta-RL.

● Real-world tasks 
are sequential and 
compositional.

● Tasks should be 
inferred and 
updated online.

Our algorithm Baseline



CONCLUSION

• Generalizable AI needs rethinking of deep learning

• Unsupervised learning is the key

• Brain-inspired NN with recurrent feedback for 
robustness

• Neuro-symbolic AI enables compositionality

• Domain knowledge is critical for AI4science


